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Abstract. Synthetic simulation of streamflow sequences is important for the analysis of
water supply reliability. Disaggregation models are an important component of the
stochastic streamflow generation methodology. They provide the ability to simulate
multiseason and multisite streamflow sequences that preserve statistical properties at
multiple timescales or space scales. In recent papers we have suggested the use of
nonparametric methods for streamflow simulation. These methods provide the capability
to model time series dependence without a priori assumptions as to the probability
distribution of streamflow. They remain faithful to the data and can approximate linear or
nonlinear dependence. In this paper we extend the use of nonparametric methods to
disaggregation models. We show how a kernel density estimate of the joint distribution of
disaggregate flow variables can form the basis for conditional simulation based on an
input aggregate flow variable. This methodology preserves summability of the disaggregate
flows to the input aggregate flow. We show through applications to synthetic data and
streamflow from the San Juan River in New Mexico how this conditional simulation
procedure preserves a variety of statistical attributes.

1. Introduction

A goal of stochastic hydrology is to generate synthetic
streamflow sequences that are statistically similar to observed
streamflow records. Such synthetic streamflow sequences are
useful for analyzing reservoir operation and stream manage-
ment policies. Often, multiple reservoir sites and stream sec-
tions need to be considered as part of a system operation plan,
and the operating horizon may extend from a few days to
several years. For proper system operation it is important that
the streamflow sequences generated for the different sites
and/or time periods be “compatible.” Practically, this suggests
that (1) the flow recorded at a downstream gage be repre-
sented as the sum of the tributary flows and channel losses/
gains, (2) the annual flow represent a sum of the monthly flows,
(3) the monthly fractions of flows in wet/dry years be repre-
sentative of wet/dry years respectively, and (4) the relative
delay between the rise and fall of streams in the basin be
reproduced. Statistically, this implies that the joint probability
distribution of the flow sequences at the different sites and
time periods needs to be preserved. As the number of sites/
time periods increases this entails the estimation/specification
of a high dimensional density function from a relatively small
number of data points. Recognizing this problem, a significant
body of hydrologic literature evolved on disaggregation models
[Harms and Campbell, 1967; Valencia and Schaake, 1972; Mejia
and Rousselle, 1976; Curry and Bras, 1978; Lane, 1979; Salas et
al., 1980; Svanidze, 1980; Stedinger and Vogel, 1984; Bras and
Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1985; Stedinger et al., 1985; Grygier and Ste-
dinger, 1988; Santos and Salas, 1992]. The essence of these

models is to develop a staging framework [e.g., Santos and
Salas, 1992], where flow sequences are generated at a given
level of aggregation and then disaggregated into component
flows (e.g., seasonal from annual, or monthly from seasonal).
At each stage a low dimensional estimation problem is solved.
Summability of disaggregated flows and their mutual correla-
tion structure (after some transformation) is preserved. His-
torically, a parametric structure has been used for this process.

In this paper we present a nonparametric approach to the
disaggregation of streamflow. Disaggregation is the simulation
of the components of a vector of disaggregated variables X
given (i.e., conditional on) an aggregate variable Z . The prob-
lem is posed in terms of sampling from the conditional prob-
ability density function.

f~X uZ! 5 f~X , Z!YE f~X , Z! dX (1)

In this equation f(X, Z) is the joint probability density func-
tion of the vector X of disaggregate variables (monthly or
tributary streamflows) and Z the aggregate variable (annual or
main stem streamflow) obtained from an aggregate model at
each aggregate time step. The denominator in (1) above is the
marginal probability density function of the aggregate variable
Z derived by integrating the joint distribution over all the
components of X. Specifically, we consider a d-dimensional
vector X 5 (X1, X2, z z z Xd)T with aggregate variable Z 5 X1

1 X2 1 z z z 1 Xd. The superscript T denotes transpose.
Vectors are taken to be column vectors. The model is esti-
mated from n observations of X and Z , denoted xi and zi. The
components of xi are the historical disaggregate components,
such as monthly, seasonal, or tributary flows that comprise the
historical aggregate zi. We use kernel density estimation tech-
niques to estimate the joint and conditional densities in (1).
These methods are data adaptive; that is, they use the histor-
ical data (the historical aggregate and component time series)
to define the probability densities. Assumptions as to the form
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of dependence (e.g., linear or nonlinear) or to the probability
density function (e.g., Gaussian) are avoided.

Historically, disaggregation approaches to streamflow syn-
thesis have involved some variant of a linear model of the form

X t 5 AZt 1 BV t (2)

Here Xt is the vector of disaggregate variables at time t , Zt is
the aggregate variable, and Vt is a vector of independent ran-
dom innovations, usually drawn from a Gaussian distribution.
A and B are parameter matrices. A is chosen or estimated to
reproduce the correlation between aggregate and disaggregate
flows. B is estimated to reproduce the correlation between
individual disaggregate components. The many model variants
in the literature make different assumptions as to the structure
and sparsity of these matrices and which correlations the
model should be made to directly reproduce. They also con-
sider a variety of normalizing transformations applied to the
data, prior to use of (2), to account for the fact that monthly
streamflow data is seldom normally distributed. In these mod-
els summability, the fact that disaggregate variables should add
up to the aggregate quantity, has also been an issue. It can be
shown [see Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1985, p. 148] with a
model of the form of (1) that summability of the disaggregate
variables to the aggregate variables is guaranteed. However,
when a normalizing transformation is used, or when various
elements of the matrices are taken as zero during simplifica-
tion, summability is lost. In these cases investigators [e.g., Gry-
gier and Stedinger, 1988] have suggested empirical adjustment
procedures to restore summability.

The key idea to recognize from these models, exemplified by
(2), is that they provide a mathematical framework where a
joint distribution of disaggregate and aggregate variables is
specified. However, the specified model structure is paramet-
ric. It is imposed by the form of (2) and the normalizing
transformations applied to the data to represent marginal dis-
tributions.

Some of the drawbacks of the parametric approach are the
following.

1. Since (2) involves linear combinations of random vari-
ables, it is mainly compatible with Gaussian distributions.
Where the marginal distribution of the streamflow variables
involved is not Gaussian (e.g., perhaps there is significant
skewness), normalizing transformations are required for each
streamflow component. Equation (2) would then be applied to
the normalized flow variables. It is difficult to find a general
normalizing transformation and retain statistical properties of
the streamflow process in the untransformed multivariable
space.

2. The linear nature of (2) limits it from representing any
nonlinearity in the dependence structure between variables,
except through the normalizing transformation used. Given
the current recognition of the importance of nonlinearity in
many physical processes [e.g., Tong, 1990; Schertzer and Love-
joy, 1991], we prefer at the outset not to preclude or limit the
representation of nonlinearity.

Following in the spirit of our recent work [Lall and Sharma,
1996; Sharma et al., 1997], the purpose of this paper is to
develop a nonparametric disaggregation methodology. The
necessary joint probability density functions are estimated di-
rectly from the historic data using kernel density estimates.
These methods circumvent the drawbacks of the parametric
methods that were listed. The methods are data driven and
relatively automatic, so nonlinear dependence will be incorpo-

rated to the extent suggested by the data. Difficult subjective
choices as to appropriate marginal distributions and normal-
izing transformations are avoided.

This paper is organized as follows. First the multivariate
kernel density estimator used in the disaggregation model is
presented. This is followed by a description of our nonpara-
metric disaggregation approach. The performance of the non-
parametric disaggregation procedure is then evaluated by ap-
plications to synthetic data from a known nonlinear model and
to streamflow from the San Juan River near Archuleta, New
Mexico, United States. Results from our approach are com-
pared to those from SPIGOT [Grygier and Stedinger, 1990], a
popular disaggregation software package based on linearizing
transformations of the historical streamflow time series.

2. Kernel Density Estimation
Kernel density estimation entails a weighted moving average

of the empirical frequency distribution of the data. Most non-
parametric density estimators can be expressed as kernel den-
sity estimators [Scott, 1992, p. 125]. In this paper we use mul-
tivariate kernel density estimators with Gaussian kernels and
bandwidth selected using least squares cross validation [e.g.,
Scott, 1992, p. 160]. This bandwidth selection method is one of
many available methods. Its performance was compared with
various cross-validation estimators for samples of sizes typi-
cally encountered in hydrology using a simulation study
[Sharma, 1996]. Our methodology is intended to be generic
and should work with any bandwidth and kernel density esti-
mation method. Procedures for bandwidth and kernel selec-
tion are an area of active research in the nonparametric sta-
tistics community and as better methods become available they
can be easily incorporated into our model. For a review of
hydrologic applications of kernel density and distribution func-
tion estimators, readers are referred to Lall [1995]. Silverman
[1986] and Scott [1992] provide good introductory texts.

A multivariate Gaussian kernel density estimate for a d-
dimensional vector x can be written as

f̂~x! 5
1
n O

i51

n 1
~2p!d/ 2 det (H)1/ 2

z exp S2
~x 2 x i!

TH21~x 2 x i!

2 D (3)

where det( ) denotes determinant, n is the number of ob-
served vectors xi, and H is a symmetric positive definite d 3 d
bandwidth matrix [Wand and Jones, 1994]. This density esti-
mate is formed by adding multivariate Gaussian kernels with a
covariance matrix H centered at each observation xi.

A useful specification of the bandwidth matrix H is

H 5 l2S (4)

Here S is the sample covariance matrix of the data, and l2

prescribes the bandwidth relative to this estimate of scale.
These are parameters of the model that are estimated from the
data. The procedure of scaling the bandwidth matrix propor-
tional to the covariance matrix (equation (4)) is called “spher-
ing” [Fukunaga, 1972] and ensures that all kernels are oriented
along the estimated principal components of the covariance
matrix.

The choice of the bandwidth, l, is an important issue in
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kernel density estimation. A small value of l can result in a
density estimate that appears “rough” and has a high variance.
On the other hand, too high a bandwidth results in an “over-
smoothed” density estimate with modes and asymmetries
smoothed out. Such an estimate has low variance but is more
biased with respect to the underlying density. This bias-
variance trade-off [Silverman, 1986, section 3.3.1] plays an im-
portant role in choice of l.

Several methods have been proposed to estimate the “opti-
mal” bandwidth for a given data set. Least squares cross vali-
dation (LSCV) [Silverman, 1986, pp. 48 –52] is one such
method that is based on minimizing an estimate of the inte-
grated square error of the kernel density estimate.

Sain et al. [1994] provide an expression for the LSCV score
in any dimension with multivariate Gaussian kernel functions
and H, a diagonal matrix. Adamowski and Feluch [1991] pro-
vide a similar expression for the bivariate case with Gaussian
kernels. Here we generalize these results for use with the
multivariate density estimator (3) which allows off diagonal
terms in H:

LSCV(H) 5 H 1 1
1
n O

i51

n O
jÞi

@exp ~2Lij/4!

2 2d/ 211 exp ~2Lij/ 2!#JY $~2 Îp!dn det (H!1/ 2} (5)

where

Lij 5 ~x i 2 x j!
TH21~x i 2 x j! (6)

We use numerical minimization of (5) over the single param-
eter l with bandwidth matrix from (4) to estimate all the
necessary probability density functions. We recognize that
LSCV bandwidth estimation is occasionally degenerate, and so
on the basis of suggestions by Silverman [1986, p. 52] and the
upper bound given by Scott [1992, p. 181], we restrict our
search to the range between 0.25 and 1.1 times the mean
square error Gaussian reference bandwidth. This is the band-
width that would be optimal if the data were from a Gaussian
distribution.

3. Nonparametric Disaggregation Model, NPD
In this section a d-dimensional disaggregation model (de-

noted NPD) is developed. The model can be used to simulate
d-dimensional disaggregate vectors Xt based on an input ag-
gregate series Zt. Zt can be obtained from any suitable model
for the aggregate streamflow series; however, we recommend a
nonparametric model such as those described by Sharma et al.
[1997] or Lall and Sharma [1996]. Since the same procedure is
applied for each time step, from here on the subscript t on Xt

is dropped to save notation.
Disaggregation is posed in terms of resampling from the

conditional density function of (1). We need a model that given
Z , provides realizations of X. To use (1), an estimate of the
d 1 1 dimensional joint density function f(X1, X2, z z z Xd, Z)
is required. However, because of summability, this has all its
mass on the d-dimensional hyperplane defined by

X1 1 X2 1 · · · 1 Xd 5 Z (7)

This probability density can then be represented as

f~X1, X2, · · · Xd, Z! 5 f~X1, X2, · · · Xd!

z d~Z 2 X1 2 X2 · · · 2 Xd! (8)

where d( ) is the dirac delta function. The dirac delta func-
tion is a density function that integrates to one with all its mass
concentrated at the origin. Kernel density estimation is used to
estimate f(X1, X2, z z z Xd) based on the data. The conditional
density function is then

f~X1, X2, · · · , XduZ!

5
d~Z 2 X1 2 X2 2 · · · 2 Xd! f~X1, X2, · · · , Xd!

E
over plane X11X21· · ·1Xd5Z

f~X1, X2, · · · , Xd! dA

(9)

For a particular Z this conditional density function can be
visualized geometrically as the probability density on a d 2 1
dimensional hyperplane slice through the d-dimensional den-
sity f(X1, X2, z z z , Xd), the hyperplane being defined by X1 1
X2 1 z z z 1 Xd 5 Z . This is illustrated in Figure 1 for d 5 2.
There are really only d 2 1 degrees of freedom in the condi-
tional simulation. The conditional probability density function
(pdf) in (9) can then be specified through a coordinate rotation
of the vector X 5 (X1, X2, z z z Xd)T into a new vector Y 5
(Y1, Y2, z z z Yd)T whose last coordinate is aligned perpendic-
ular to the hyperplane defined by (7). Gram Schmidt orthonor-
malization [e.g., Lang, 1970, p. 138] is used to determine this
rotation.

The appendix gives the derivation of the rotation matrix R
such that

Y 5 RX (10)

R has the property that RT 5 R21 (see appendix). With this
rotation the last coordinate of Y, Yd, is in fact a rescaling of Z ,
denoted Z9 .

Yd 5 Z/ Îd 5 Z9 (11)

We also denote the first d 2 1 components of Y as UT 5 (Y1,

Figure 1. Illustration of a conditional density estimate f̂(X1,
X2uZ) with Z 5 X1 1 X2 as a slice through the joint density
function. This illustration for clarity uses only three data
points, shown as dots in the X1, X2 plane. Since the joint
density estimate is formed by adding bivariate kernels, the
conditional density is estimated as a sum of kernel slices.
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Y2, z z z Yd21)T. These reflect the true d 2 1 degrees of free-
dom in the conditional simulation. With this Y 5 (UT, Z9)T.
Now we actually resample from f ( Uu Z 9 ) 5 f ( Y 1 ,
Y2, z z z Yd21uZ9) and recover the disaggregate components of
X by back rotation. The kernel density estimate f(UuZ9) is
obtained by applying (3) in rotated coordinates. Substituting
X 5 RTY into (3) with bandwidth matrix H from (4), one
obtains

f̂~Y! 5
1
n O

i51

n 1
~2p!d/ 2ld det ~S!1/ 2

z exp S2
~Y 2 y i!

TRS21RT~Y 2 y i!

2l2 D (12)

Now recognize that RS21RT 5 (RSRT)21 5 Sy
21 represents

a rotation of the covariance matrix S into Sy. Also det (Sy) 5
det (S). The resulting density estimate is therefore the same no
matter whether the original or rotated coordinates are used.
The conditional density function we resample from is

f̂~U uZ9! 5 f̂~Y1, Y2, · · · Yd21uZ9! 5
f̂~U , Z9!

E f̂~U , Z9! dU

(13)

where f̂(U, Z9) 5 f̂(Y) is obtained from (12). Recalling that U
denotes (Y1, Y2, z z z Yd21)T, the vector Y without the last
component, the covariance matrix Sy is partitioned as follows:

S y 5 F Su

Suz
T

Suz

Sz
G (14)

Su is the d 2 1 3 d 2 1 covariance matrix of U. Sz is the 1 3
1 variance of Z9 , and Suz is a vector of cross covariance be-
tween each component of U and Z9 . Substituting (12) in (13)
we obtain

f̂~U uZ9! 5
1

~2pl2!~d21!/ 2 det ~S*!21/ 2 O
i51

n

wi

z exp S ~U 2 b i!
TS*21~U 2 b i!

2l2 D (15)

where

wi 5 exp S2
~Z9 2 z9i!

2

2l2Sz
DYO

j51

n

exp S2
~Z9 2 z9j!

2

2l2Sz
D (16)

S* 5 Su 2 SuzSz
21Suz

T (17)

b i 5 u i 1 SuzSz
21~Z9 2 z9i! (18)

The conditional density function f̂(UuZ9) can therefore be
seen as a weighted sum of n Gaussian density functions each
with mean bi and covariance l2S*. Equation (16) shows that
the weight wi which controls the contribution of point i to the
conditional density estimate depends on the distance of z9i
from the conditioning value Z9 . Observations that lie closer to
the conditioning value (i.e., where (Z9 2 z9i) is small) receive
greater weight. The weights are normalized to add to unity.

Resampling from (15) proceeds as follows.
Preprocessing:

1. Compute the sample covariance matrix S from the data xi.

2. Solve for l by numerically minimizing (5) with H from
(4), using 0.25 and 1.1 times lref:

l ref 5 S 4
d 1 2D

1/~d14!

n21/~d14! (19)

which is the mean square error Gaussian reference bandwidth,
to bracket the search.

3. Compute R, Sz, and S* from (A2), (14), and (17).
4. Use singular value decomposition to obtain B such that

BBT 5 S*.
At each time step:

5. Given Z from the aggregate model at each time step,
first calculate the weight wi associated with each observation,
using (16).

6. Pick a point i with probability wi.
7. Generate a d 2 1 dimensional unit Gaussian vector V.

Each component in V is independent N(0, 1).
8. The simulated U is obtained from U 5 bi 1 lBV.
9. Augment this to obtain Y, Y 5 (UT, Z9)T.
10. Rotate back to the original coordinate space. X 5 RTY.
Steps 5–10 are repeated for each aggregate time step. A

complication can arise because the Gaussian kernels used in
the kernel density estimate have infinite support. Thus they
assign some (hopefully small) probability to regions of the
domain where streamflow is negative (i.e., invalid or out of
bounds). This leakage of probability across boundaries is a
problem associated with kernel density estimates based on
kernels with infinite support. Kernel density estimates also
suffer from problems of bias near the boundaries. Here we
address the leakage by checking the flows for validity (posi-
tiveness) and if they are invalid repeat steps 7–10 for a given
time step. That is, we regenerate a new vector V and try again.
This amounts to cutting the portion of each kernel that is out
of bounds and renormalizing that kernel to have the appropri-
ate mass over the within-bounds domain. We record how often
this is done, as frequent boundary normalization is symptom-
atic of substantial boundary leakage. Alternative approaches
that use special boundary kernels [Hall and Wehrly, 1991; Wand
et al., 1991; Djojosugito and Speckman, 1992; Jones, 1993] or
work with log-transformed data could be used in cases where this
method for handling the boundaries is found to be unsatisfactory.

4. Model Evaluation
This section explores the use and effectiveness of the NPD

approach. It is first applied to data from a specified bimodal
distribution. This tests the model’s ability to maintain distribu-
tional characteristics such as nonlinearity and bimodality. It is
then applied to simulate monthly streamflow in the San Juan
River.

To provide a point of reference, we also generate results
using SPIGOT [Grygier and Stedinger, 1988, 1990]. SPIGOT is
a parametric synthetic streamflow generation package that in-
cludes an annual streamflow generation module and, for an-
nual to monthly disaggregation, the condensed model de-
scribed by Grygier and Stedinger [1988, 1990]. SPIGOT’s
autoregressive model of order 1 (AR1) was used to generate
the annual streamflow. SPIGOT first transforms the historical
annual and monthly (or seasonal) flows to Gaussian using four
choices for the marginal probability densities. These are (1)
Gaussian, (2) two-parameter lognormal, (3) three-parameter
lognormal, and (4) an approximate three-parameter gamma
using the Wilson-Hilferty transformation [Loucks et al., 1981,
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p. 286]. The parameters for each distribution are estimated by
matching moments and the best-fitting distribution chosen by
measuring the correlation of observations to the fitted distri-
bution quantiles (Filliben’s correlation statistic [Grygier and
Stedinger, 1990]).

The next subsection describes the tests for the synthetic data
from a specified distribution. This is followed by the San Juan
River application.

4.1. Test With Synthetic Data

Here we describe a Monte Carlo investigation to test the
ability of the NPD approach to approximate a specified under-
lying distribution. Our test distribution, illustrated in Figure 2,
is based on distribution J of Wand and Jones [1993]. It consists
of a mixture of three bivariate Gaussians having different
weights a i, stated as

f 5 O
i51

3

a iN~m i, S i! (20)

where N(m i, S i) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean m i

and a covariance matrix S i. Individual weights, means, and
covariances are shown in Table 1. Simulation from this mixed
distribution is achieved by picking one of the three Gaussian
distributions with probability a i, then simulating a value from
that distribution.

We simulated 101 bivariate samples, each consisting of 80
data pairs from this distribution. One sample is designated as

the “calibration” sample and is used to calibrate the NPD and
SPIGOT models. In the case of NPD this involves estimating
the sample covariance and bandwidth parameter l (based on
minimizing the LSCV score as described in previous section).
Calibration of SPIGOT involves selection of the best marginal
density transformation based on Filliben’s correlation statistic
and estimation of the coefficients in the condensed disaggre-
gation model. The remaining 100 samples are used to form 100
aggregate test realizations by adding the components Z 5 X1

1 X2. These 100 aggregate test realizations are input to both
NPD and SPIGOT to generate 100 disaggregate realizations
from both models. These disaggregate series are designated
“test” samples and serve as a basis to test how closely the
model reproduces statistics of the specified true distribution
and of the calibration sample.

SPIGOT was modified to accept the same aggregate flows as
the NPD model. Boundary corrections (discussed in the pre-
vious section for the NPD approach and specified as an option
in the SPIGOT software) were not imposed on either model.

To evaluate the reproduction of marginal distributions by
each model, we applied a univariate kernel density estimate to
each of the 100 disaggregated samples. Figure 3 illustrates

Figure 3. Marginal distribution of synthetic distribution vari-
able X1 for the calibration and disaggregation samples from
SPIGOT and NPD. The true marginal density is obtained by
integrating the pdf in Figure 2. The calibration pdf is estimated
by integrating the sample joint density of variables X1 and X2
(a parametric distribution in case of SPIGOT and a kernel
density estimate in case of NPD). The boxes show the ranges of
the univariate kernel density estimates applied to the 100 dis-
aggregation samples with a common bandwidth chosen as the
median amongst set of optimal LSCV bandwidths for each
sample. The univariate KDE in the NPD case is a univariate
density estimate based on the calibration data with the same
bandwidth as for the box plots. The dots above the x axis
represent the calibration sample data points.

Figure 2. Bivariate distribution used in the synthetic exam-
ple to test the disaggregation approach. This is a mixture of the
three bivariate Gaussian density functions described in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Test Distribution

Gaussian
Density a i m i S i

1 0.4 (1.3, 2.5) S0.36

0.252

0.252

0.36 D
2 0.4 (3.7, 2.5) S0.36

0.252

0.252

0.36 D
3 0.2 (2.5, 2.5) S 0.36

2 0.252

2 0.252

0.36 D
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marginal densities of the calibration and disaggregated sam-
ples for variable X1. Disaggregated sample pdf’s are repre-
sented using box plots, which consist of a box that extends over
the interquartile range of the quantity (in this case the pdf)
being plotted. The line in the center of this box is the median,
and “whiskers” extend to the 5% and 95% quantiles of the
compared statistic. The span of the boxes and whiskers reflect
sampling variability. Hence a measure of performance at the
90% level is whether the true statistic falls within the range of
the whiskers. In Figure 3 the marginal densities of both the
calibration sample and the SPIGOT or NPD disaggregations
were estimated using a single common bandwidth taken as the
median among the set of optimal bandwidths for the historical
sample and the NPD and SPIGOT realizations. This was done
to make the plots comparable and free of differences due to
different bandwidths. The univariate kernel density estimate
(KDE) curve (see NPD results in Figure 3) is also estimated
using this median bandwidth. The curve marked “calibrated”
represents the marginal density that is theoretically repro-
duced in simulations from either approach. This is estimated
from the joint density of the calibration sample and is a uni-
variate parametric pdf (depending on the transformation used)
in the case of SPIGOT results and a numerically evaluated
integral of the joint density of X1 and X2 (with respect to X2

for marginal density of X1) in the case of NPD results. One
must note that while disaggregation model marginal densities
will always be similar to the calibrated marginals, they are
supposed to resemble the true curves instead. For the NPD
results in Figure 3, the true, calibrated, and univariate KDE
curves all show the same structure as the disaggregations. This
is in contrast to SPIGOT disaggregations, where imposition of

a three-parameter lognormal distribution on variable X1 re-
sults in realizations with marginal density that bears little re-
semblance to the sample density estimate or underlying true
pdf. The marginal distribution of variable X2, not shown for
brevity, was well reproduced by both SPIGOT and NPD because
it is not bimodal and closely resembles a normal distribution.

Figure 4 illustrates statistics for realizations from both ap-
proaches. Both models reproduce the moment statistics well.
The poor performance of SPIGOT on the marginal density of
variable X1 (Figure 3) only shows up in the comparison of
integrated square error which is larger for the realizations
generated using SPIGOT than NPD.

The above tests showed that the nonparametric approach is
able to model properties of the joint distribution of X1 and X2

estimated on the basis of a single sample. We also tested the
ability of the nonparametric approach to reproduce the under-
lying distribution in Figure 2. We rotated the samples in the
above test such that each of the 101 samples was used once for
calibration. Since disaggregation actually involves resampling
from the conditional distribution (1), we used these samples to
evaluate how well the kernel density estimation procedure
worked for estimating the conditional distribution. This was
done for two conditioning values (slices through the joint den-
sity function), namely, Z 5 5, near the center of the distribu-
tion, and Z 5 8, towards the upper tail. These conditioning
lines are also shown on Figure 2. Figure 5 shows the condi-
tional density estimates of f(U uZ). Here in two dimensions the
rotation (10) results in the independent variable U 5 X2 2
X1. The boxes in Figure 5 depict the variability with sample
size 80 from the 101 NPD samples. Note that these cover the
true conditional distribution. The dashed lines give the average

Figure 4. Comparison of statistics of SPIGOT and NPD for the synthetic example. The boxes show the
ranges from the regenerated samples. Also shown are the true statistic (based on Figure 2) and the calibration
sample statistic. The notation is E( ), expected value or mean of each variable, X1 and X2, respectively;
SD( ), standard deviation; CO(X1, X2), correlation between variables X1 and X2; SK( ), skewness
coefficient; and ISE, integrated square error difference from the true distribution, * ( f(x) 2 f(x))2 dx; f̂(x)
is obtained for each regenerated sample by applying (3) with bandwidth by minimization of (5).
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of the conditional density resulting from fitting SPIGOT to
each sample. The spread of the individual SPIGOT conditional
density estimates (not shown) is similar to that in Figure 3. The
SPIGOT densities are unable to reproduce the bimodality near
the mode present in Figure 5a. In the tail (conditional at Z 5
8; Figure 5b) the SPIGOT conditional density is more
smoothed than the NPD conditional densities which are closer
to the true conditional density.

Figure 6 gives the NPD joint density estimate relative aver-
age bias (RAB) and root mean square error (RMSE), normal-
ized by the true density,

RMSE 5

S 1
n O ~ f~x! 2 f̂~x!!2D 1/ 2

f~x!
(21)

RAB 5

1
n O ~ f~x! 2 f̂~x!!

f~x!
(22)

This figure indicates a bias towards underestimating the modes
by up to 25% because of kernel smoothing. There is also large
relative bias in the tails, because the true density used in
normalization is so small. The relative root mean square error
is around 30% near the modes and increases towards the tails
as the normalizing density gets very small. By comparison the
relative bias when fitting the SPIGOT distributions (not
shown) to this data is 50% at the modes and 250% at the
antimodes. The relative root mean square errors from fitting
the SPIGOT distributions (not shown) are also larger (50% at
the mode and 100% close to the saddle) because of the
SPIGOT distributions inability to represent the bimodality.
The overall mean integrated absolute error in fitting the NPD
model is 0.42 as compared to 0.62 for SPIGOT. These values
indicate the performance to be expected from the nonpara-
metric estimate of f(X1, X2) when calibrated against a sample
of size 80.

4.2. Test With Monthly Flow Data

The application of the nonparametric disaggregation (NPD)
model to 80 years (1906–1985) of monthly streamflow in the
San Juan River near Archuleta, New Mexico, located at
368489050 N and 1078419510 W at an elevation of 5655 feet
(1724 m) is described in this section. This is station number
AF3555 from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Colorado River
Simulation System (CRSS) natural flow hydrologic database.
This data set was one among many streamflow data sets we
tested our model on, all with satisfactory results. This site was
chosen because it illustrates well some of the features we wish
to emphasize in this paper. Figure 7 shows a contour plot of the
bivariate kernel density estimate for the March–April month
pair flows. Note that the conditional expectation E(XtuXt21),
estimated using Loess [Cleveland and Devlin, 1988], appears to
be nonlinear, with slopes different for flows less than and
greater than approximately 900 feet3/s (24,485 L/s). Such a

Figure 5. Conditional density estimates for the synthetic ex-
ample.

Figure 6. Nonparametric model calibration errors in the
evaluation of f(x), x 5 ( x1, x2) for the synthetic example. (a)
Relative root mean square error (RMSE). (b) Relative average
bias (RAB). The dashed lines show contours of the true density
f(x) as in Figure 2.

Figure 7. A bivariate kernel density estimate of March–April
flows from the San Juan River. The thick line denotes the
conditional mean of August flows conditional to July flows.
Loess, a locally weighted regression smoother [Cleveland and
Devlin, 1988], was used in our computations. Default parame-
ter choices (number of iterations 5 3; fraction of data used for
smoothing at each point 5 2/3) were used in the “loess” code
in the statistical package S-plus.
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nonlinear conditional expectation is difficult to reproduce in
simulations from a parametric model.

We compare results from application of the NPD model
with those from SPIGOT. Aggregate flows for the NPD appli-
cation were simulated using the NP1 model [Sharma et al.,
1997]. The NP1 model is a nonparametric model constructed
to preserve first-order Markov dependence in a time series.
Flow values are obtained by sequentially resampling from a
conditional density estimate f̂(ZtuZt21) obtained using (1) and
(3). Aggregate flows for the SPIGOT application were simu-
lated using an autoregressive lag 1 (AR1) model. A marginal
density transform based on the best Filliben’s correlation sta-
tistic [Grygier and Stedinger, 1990] was used to transform his-
torical annual flows to Gaussian. One hundred realizations,
each of length 80 years, were generated from both approaches.
Negative flows from NPD (amounting to about 0.1% of the
total number of flows simulated) were resimulated using the
boundary correction procedure described in the previous sec-
tion. Both models were tested for their ability to reproduce the
following statistics of the historic data: (1) mean; (2) standard
deviation; (3) coefficient of skewness; (4) cross correlation
between seasonal streamflows and between seasonal and an-
nual streamflow; (5) kernel estimates of marginal distributions;
and (6) “state dependent correlations,” correlations between
different month pairs as a function flow magnitude.

Results are shown in Figures 8–12. The simulation length of
80 years was chosen to be the same as the length of available
historic data so that the variability of sample statistics across
these realizations is representative of the sampling variability
of the historic data. In these box plots the span of the boxes
(interquartile range) and whiskers (5% to 95% quantiles) is a
measure of the sampling variability associated with each sta-
tistic. If the historical statistic falls within the range of the
boxes, then differences between model and data can be as-
cribed to sampling variability. If the historical statistic is out-
side the range of the boxes, then this indicates a quantity that
the model does not reproduce.

The historical mean monthly streamflows for each month
(not shown) were well reproduced by both SPIGOT and NPD
models. Figures 8 and 9 use box plots to compare standard
deviation and skewness of simulated and historical stream-
flows, respectively. Again both models reproduce these statis-
tics well, though there is some small inflation in the standard
deviations and deflation in the skewness of disaggregate flows
from the nonparametric model due to the smoothing intro-
duced by the kernel density estimate. On the other hand,
SPIGOT tends to inflate the skewness in the months (for
example, July) where the marginal density transform is inade-
quate.

Figure 10 compares the cross correlations of the monthly
and aggregate flows from both models. The nonparametric
model reproduces this statistic without bias while SPIGOT is
unable to model the dependence between certain month pairs
(for example, the simulated correlations between flows of
month pairs 1–2, 1–3, and 6–11 are lower than the observed).
This could be due either to some bias because of the marginal
density transform or to the use of a condensed disaggregation
model instead of a comprehensive model such as in (2).

In Figure 11 the marginal probability density estimates of
the observed and simulated flows are compared. As in Figure
3 we used a common bandwidth (chosen as the median of a set
estimated by minimizing LSCV for historical and simulated
samples) to compute these univariate density estimates. The
aggregate annual flows from AR1 and NP1 models that drive
the SPIGOT and NPD models as well as monthly flows from
April and June are compared. The dotted line in the case of
SPIGOT flows represents the modeled pdf as suggested by the
Filliben’s correlation statistic. In comparing the annual flows
both models perform reasonably well, although the nonpara-
metric approach is arguably better at representing the flattish
top of the distribution around the mode (flows between 1200
and 3500 feet3/s (33,980 and 99,110 L/s)). The same can be said
for the April marginal distributions. The June flows’ marginal
distribution has a peculiar looking upper tail which the best

Figure 8. Simulated and observed streamflow standard devi-
ations using SPIGOT and NPD. The line denotes the observed
monthly standard deviations. The dot above “Ann” represents
the standard deviation for the observed annual flows.

Figure 9. Simulated and observed streamflow skewness co-
efficients using SPIGOT and NPD. The line denotes the ob-
served monthly skews. The dot above “Ann” represents the
skew in the observed annual flows.
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SPIGOT marginal density transformation can only partially
represent. The NPD model shows some bias for the lower
flows but is able to model the distributional structure for the
high flows better than SPIGOT.

It is worth emphasizing here that the NPD monthly flows by

construction add up to the simulated aggregate flow used as
input. There is therefore no need for adjustments to fix this
such as is necessary in SPIGOT [Grygier and Stedinger, 1988].

Recall that the March–April month pair flows (Figure 7)
suggested dependence of correlation on the flow magnitude

Figure 10. Simulated and observed cross correlation pairs using SPIGOT and NPD. The sequence along the
x axis is 1–2, 1–3, z z z , 1–12, 1–A , 2–3, 2–4 z z z , 2–12, 2–A, 3–4, and so on. (1, 2) indicates cross
correlation between months 1 and 2, (1, A) indicates cross correlation between month 1 and annual aggregate.
Months are numbered according to the water year (1 5 October, 2 5 November, 4 5 January, and so on).

Figure 11. Simulated and observed marginal density estimates using the univariate kernel density estimator.
The dotted line in the SPIGOT marginal densities represents the best fitting marginal density chosen using
Filliben’s correlation statistic. (a) Annual AR1 and NP1 marginal density estimates. A three-parameter
lognormal distribution is used in the AR1 model fit. (b) April SPIGOT and NPD marginal density estimates.
A three-parameter lognormal distribution is used in the SPIGOT fit for this month. (c) June SPIGOT and
NPD marginal density estimates. A three-parameter lognormal distribution is used in the SPIGOT fit for this
month.
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(see difference in slopes of conditional mean for flows less than
or greater than 900 feet3/s (25,485 L/s) in Figure 7) that is not
easily modeled by parametric models such as SPIGOT. In
earlier work [Sharma et al., 1997] we used a statistic that quan-
tified the dependence of correlation on the magnitude of flow.
This statistic, denoted the state-dependent correlation statistic
[Sharma et al., 1997, Appendix 1], measures the correlation
between flows above or below the median in month i with
succeeding flows in month j . For example, the “correlation
above and forward” for the March–April month pair would be
the correlation between March flows that are above the me-
dian March flow and their succeeding April flows. Differences
between above median and below median correlations are
indicative of nonlinear state dependence in the correlation
structure.

Figure 12 shows the “above and forward” and “below and
forward” state-dependent correlations for flows in adjacent
months from both models. The state-dependent correlations
for SPIGOT flows show more bias than those for correspond-
ing NPD flows. For example, the “above and forward” corre-
lations for October–November and the “below and forward”
correlations for October–November, November–December,
and May–June SPIGOT flows appear biased in contrast to the
observed. Some bias is also visible in state-dependent correla-
tions for NPD flows (particularly in the “below and forward”
correlations for the October–November month pair). This bias
is due to smoothing in the calibration pdf from the NPD model
(as illustrated in the synthetic example, Figure 6). On the
whole the nonparametric approach shows less bias than
SPIGOT.

Stochastic streamflow sequences are frequently used to eval-
uate storage and water resources issues. Therefore it is neces-
sary to ensure that simulated sequences are representative of
the historic data with respect to these variables. Table 2 pre-
sents the bias and root mean square error (RMSE) of the
reservoir storage capacity required to support yields of 50%

and 90% of the mean annual streamflow. These storages were
estimated using the Sequent Peak Algorithm [Loucks et al.,
1981, p. 235] with equal monthly demands (1/12 of the fixed
yield fraction) and the bias and RMSE evaluated as fractions
of the storage estimated from the historical record

bias/Sh 5 S Sh 2
1
nr

O
i51

nr

SsiDYSh (23)

RMSE/Sh 5

F 1
nr

O
i51

nr

~Sh 2 Ssi!
2G 1/ 2

Sh
(24)

where Sh denotes the historical storage, Ssi
is the storage from

the ith realization, and nr is the total number of realizations.
The larger yield fraction (90%) represents a higher level of
development with the reservoir being required to provide
longer term carry over storage. The nonparametric model has
a smaller bias and RMSE than SPIGOT for the 90% yield case.
The lower yield fraction (50%) represents a lower level of
development with the reservoir storage required only for
shorter term low flow months. In this case SPIGOT storages
are closer to the historical storage. This is because the mass of
the marginal density functions in the low flow tails below the

Figure 12. Simulated and observed state dependent correlations for sequential month pairs using SPIGOT
and NPD.

Table 2. Reservoir Capacity Statistics From 100
Realizations Each 80 Years Long of Monthly Streamflow in
the San Juan River

Model Bias/Sh RMSE/Sh Bias/Sh RMSE/Sh

Yield fraction, % 50 50 90 90
SPIGOT 20.192 0.457 0.412 0.457
NPD 20.387 0.520 0.284 0.395
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lowest observed flow, seen in Figure 11, is more for the non-
parametric than SPIGOT distributions. We also tested the
ability of the models to preserve long range dependence as
quantified by the Hurst coefficient [Hurst, 1951] and the min-
imum average streamflow associated with different averaging
durations. We found that both models reproduced these sta-
tistics adequately, so for brevity we have not presented the
results.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this concluding section some conceptual and philosophic

issues concerning the use of the method proposed here are
discussed. Disaggregation is a method that has been well de-
veloped in the hydrology literature using a parametric model-
ing framework. A number of difficulties with these approaches
pertaining to distribution choice and summability were noted
earlier. A nonparametric approach to disaggregation of flows
was provided as an alternative. Extensive statistical analyses of
a synthetic situation and a streamflow record were used to
argue that some technical difficulties associated with the tra-
ditional approach are avoided without compromising perfor-
mance of the algorithm and while significantly increasing the
generality of application.

Some questions of interest to practitioners are the following.
1. How does the NPD methodology provided here really

differ from the existing traditional methods?
2. How does the method perform for extreme values, that

is, in the tails of the density function?
3. What is the real advantage of this methodology for dis-

aggregating hydrologic variables? When should it be used?
4. What are the relative data requirements of the proposed

method?
5. What is the primary shortcoming of the proposed dis-

aggregation method? When should it not be used?
6. What and how much testing and validation should pre-

cede the practical use of a stochastic model?
In the disaggregation context we are primarily interested in

identifying reasonable proportions of the aggregate flow to
“allocate” to each subset. The parametric methods approach
this problem through a “global” prescription of the associated
density function and correlation structure in a transformed
data domain. The nonparametric methods approach this prob-
lem by looking at the relative proportions of the subset vari-
ables in a “local” sense; that is, the structure for wet years need
not be the same as the structure for dry years. There is growing
evidence [Kahya and Dracup, 1993; Dettinger and Cayan, 1995;
Rajagopalan and Lall, 1995; Mann and Park, 1996] that the
seasonality of precipitation, temperature, and streamflow ad-
vances/retards systematically over the year in response to low-
frequency quasi-oscillatory phenomena. Often these variations
are linked to a wet or dry year. The nonparametric approach is
better suited to capturing such variations that may lead to
heterogeneous density functions. The NPD approach provides
for an exploratory analysis of such features through a focus on
the visualization of empirical density functions. By contrast a
function of best fit and limited flexibility is superposed on the
data in the parametric approach and beyond choosing such a
function there is little exploration of the data itself. The dis-
aggregated streamflows are used for operating reservoir sys-
tems at intra-annual timescales. Exploration of the data to
assess whether different regimes and hence distinct possibili-
ties for seasonality phase and amplitude relative to interannual

scales exist are more readily accomplished in the nonparamet-
ric framework.

Performance of the method with extreme values is an inter-
esting issue. As presented here, the method uses a global
bandwidth. This is a search radius that essentially determines
how many points are used to determine the nature of the
proportions to be ascribed to the subsets during disaggrega-
tion. Near the mode of the density this may be a large fraction
of points. The resulting disaggregation proportions however
need not be at all similar to those from the best fit parametric
model. This was illustrated through the synthetic example in
this paper, where the NPD method was considerably better. In
the tails, given that the number of points available is smaller,
the disaggregation proportions will be similar to those for these
extreme points. We argue that in the disaggregation context,
this may not be any worse than what happens with a parametric
method for the following reasons. First, the parametric meth-
ods are usually fit such that the data near the modes dominates
the fit, and hence the tails can be viewed as an extrapolation of
that behavior. Second, if we recognize that the extremes relate
to large-scale, low-frequency climate anomalies, such as the
occurrence of El Niño events, then the years that correspond
to these extremes will also have a distinct seasonal signature
that the limited number of points in the tails of the nonpara-
metric density will exploit. Variable or locally adaptive band-
widths as used by the k nearest neighbor method [Lall and
Sharma, 1996] may further improve the performance of the
NPD method in this regard. The tail issue may be more serious
for the generation of the annual flow sequences, since there is
a rather limited extrapolation of the data beyond the historical
extremes.

Summarizing the discussion above, the real advantage of the
NPD method is the ability to adaptively model complex rela-
tionships between aggregate and disaggregate flows. The state-
dependent nature of these relationships and the ability to
model them was demonstrated through the use of state-
dependent correlations in this paper. A generalization of these
measures to local dependence measures [Jones, 1996] will
likely reinforce this point. Practically, these abilities should
lead to the generation of streamflow sequences that better
represent seasonality in wet and dry years across the set of sites
of interest.

The examples provided in this paper used 80 years of data.
This is rather inadequate for accurate estimates of a 13-
dimensional density function in terms of statistical efficiency
criteria. However, Scott [1992] illustrates that even with such
small samples, kernel density estimators are able to distinguish
modes in the density function and to show its general shape. In
the disaggregation context the issue is how the subsets add up
to the whole. The mathematics introduced in this paper and
the accompanying discussion illustrate that the generated pro-
portions are perturbations of the historical proportions of sub-
period flows for a neighborhood of a particular state of annual
flow. In this sense the important thing to do is to identify the
proper neighborhood to perturb. This is governed by the gen-
eral shape of the density function in that neighborhood. In this
context the sample size requirements may not be as severe as
for a precise estimation of the local density. Given the rules we
used for the range over which the bandwidth is selected, both
severe undersmoothing and oversmoothing of the density func-
tion are avoided. The relative degree of smoothing of the
density function increases with decreasing sample size to con-
trol the variance of the density estimate. Thus for small sample
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sizes, the performance of the method may not be too different
from that of a parametric model which also smooths the data
heavily. We do not expect the NPD approach applied to dis-
aggregate monthly data to be necessarily superior to the para-
metric models for less than 30–40 years of data. Interestingly,
using a different formulation of the kernel density estimator
for disaggregation, Aitchison and Lauder [1985] (see also Lall
et al. [1996]) claim superior performance for nonparametric
disaggregation relative to parametric models using as few as 20
data points.

The primary shortcoming of the NPD approach is that it is
data and computationally intensive. Estimating an optimal
bandwidth to use is a computationally demanding task. As with
the method of moments and the method of maximum likeli-
hood in the parametric case, different optimality criteria can
lead to quite different bandwidths being selected. The choice
of the kernel function is not critical, but the parameterization
of the bandwidth matrix in the multivariate case may affect the
results dramatically. As an example, the use of local rather
than global covariance matrices H in our scheme will change
the scheme and its performance. The sample size required
increases as the complexity of the underlying density function
increases, thus reducing the advantage of the NPD approach
for heterogeneous density functions. However, the approxima-
tions of the underlying density for disaggregation purposes
may still be good. Another shortcoming of the NPD approach
is that no simple equation for the model is available to report.
The user needs the historical data set, the kernel representa-
tion, and the optimal bandwidth to perform a new analysis.
However, given modern computer capabilities, these short-
comings are not critical.

Finally, we feel that it is no longer (and never really was)
sufficient to accept a model based on only reproduction of
limited moments. Here the disaggregation model was evalu-
ated against a broad range of statistics including the mean,
standard deviation, skewness, marginal density function, cross
correlations, state dependent correlations, and storage statis-
tics. It was also tested against other statistics, which are not
shown for brevity. We feel that this testing against many quan-
tities using graphical devices such as box plots is an important
aspect of model validation in stochastic hydrology that we are
trying to promote by example in this paper.

In conclusion, we are convinced that nonparametric tech-
niques such as the NPD approach presented here have an
important role to play in improving the synthesis of hydrologic
time series for water resources planning and management.
They can capture the dependence structure present in the
historic data without imposing arbitrary linearity or distribu-
tional assumptions. They have the capability to reproduce non-
linearity, state dependence, and multimodality while remaining
faithful to the historic data and producing synthesized se-
quences statistically indistinguishable from the historic se-
quence. Potential applications of the NPD approach extend
beyond streamflow to spatial disaggregation or downscaling of
climate fields and multiscale representation of hydroclimatic
data in a manner that is understood in fundamental probabi-
listic terms.

Appendix: Derivation of Gram Schmidt Rotation
Matrix

Gram Schmidt orthonormalization is a procedure for deter-
mining an orthonormal set of basis vectors for a vector space

from any suitable basis. The standard basis (basis vectors
aligned with the coordinate axes) is orthonormal but does not
have a basis vector perpendicular to the conditioning plane
defined by (7). We therefore drop one of the standard basis
vectors and replace it by a vector perpendicular to the condi-
tioning plane. The basis set is now not orthonormal. We then
apply the Gram Schmidt procedure to obtain an orthonormal
basis vector set that includes a vector perpendicular to the
conditioning plane. The result is a rotation matrix R such that

Y 5 RX (A1)

where R has rows that consist of the basis vectors for the
rotated coordinate space:

R 5 1
e1

e2

···
ed

2 (A2)

Denote the standard basis as

i1 5 ~1, 0, 0, · · · 0!T

i2 5 ~0, 1, 0, · · · 0!T

···
id 5 ~0, 0, · · · 0, 1!T

(A3)

Define

ed 5 ~1/ Îd , 1/ Îd , · · · 1/ Îd!T

5 1/ Îdi1 1 1/ Îdi2 1 · · · 1 1/ Îdid (A4)

This is a unit vector perpendicular to the conditioning plane.
Now apply Gram Schmidt orthonormalization to obtain an
orthonormal basis including ed.

For j decreasing from d 2 1 to 1,

e*j 5 i j 2 O
k5j11

d

~ek z i j!ek

(A5)

e j 5 e*j/ ue*ju

The first step above obtains a vector orthogonal to the basis
vectors ek, k 5 j 1 1 z z z d , obtained thus far and the second
step normalizes it to unit length. Since R is defined with unit
orthogonal basis vectors RRT 5 I so R21 5 RT.
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